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Suppose G is a n-dimensional compact connected semisimple Lie group and I), 
is the spherical Dirichlet kernel on G. We prove the existence of a positive constant 
K such that 
This complements the known result ![D,!I, ,< HR’“-‘I’. We also prove that for a 
polyhedral Dirichlet kernel n,+ the above inequalities hold with Nf in place of 
R’“- I”’ (p is the number of positive roots of G). c 19x6 Academic PK~C. h 
Estimates for Lebesgue constants on the n-dimensional torus have been 
known for years. For example, if 
DR(f) = 1 (A”.” 
1~ < R 
is the spherical Dirichlet kernel on U”, we have 
(with C, and CL non-depending on R; see [ 1, 23). Similar results hold for 
dilations of more general bodies (see [3] for an elegant proof). 
For the setting of compact Lie groups various attempts have been made 
during the iast several years. In a sequence of papers Dreseler [6, 7,8] 
proved that for an n-dimensional compact connected Lie group with rank I 
(I> I) we have, for the spherical Dirichlet kernel D,, 
C, R" ";' Q /lDRll, < C,R'" "j2. (2) 
Other estimates have been obtained by Meaney [lo]. The estimate from 
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below in (2) was improved in [9], where the following inequality is 
proved: 
IlDd, 2 CRP 
(here p denotes the cardinality of the set of the positive roots). 
(3) 
Anyhow, by joining (2) and (3) we obtain an estimate for llDRl), which is 
sharp only for the case G= SW,. In this paper we prove that for an 
n-dimensional compact connected semisimple Lie group the estimate (1) 
holds for spherical Dirichlet kernels (just as in U”). This seems to be 
noteworthy if one considers the basic difference between dealing with 
abelian Fourier analysis and analysis on compact connected semisimple Lie 
groups (see, e.g., [9]). 
In the second part of the paper we prove that for a compact connected 
semisimple Lie group and for polyhedral Dirichlet kernels the estimate (3) 
holds and is sharp. Observe that (3) dots not involve logarithms, then in 
this case we do not have an analog with the abelian case. 
Notution. Let G be an n-dimensional compact connected semisimple 
Lie group with rank I and let R be its Lie algebra. Let .Y denote a maximal 
torus of G with Lie algebra 1. If it* is the real vector space of the pure 
imaginary valued linear forms on 1, let R c it* be the set of the roots of G, 
let P bc a system of positive roots, let S = {a, ,..., a,} be the associated 
system of simple root and W the Weyl group, i.e., the group generated by 
the reflections cr, in the hyperplanes a,(H) = 0. We have I = dim .Y = rank G 
and rz = 2p + I, where p = card P. 
WC can define in I a positive definite euclidean inner product (., . ) via 
the Killing form and we identify i E it* with the unique H, E t such that 
j.(H) = i( H,, H) for every If E t. So WC denote i(H) = i(l., H) and we put 
(j., p) = (H;,, If,). If r is a character of .Y, there exists a unique /I E if* such 
that 5’ exp = ei and we denote by it: the set of such R’s. Moreover, it: = 
(2 E it*: i.(H) E 27riZ, for every HE Ker exp} is the set of the weights of the 
representations of G. If WC put H, = 2iH,/a,(H,) (j= I,..., /), Ker exp is 
generated by the vectors 2nH, and the fundamental weights are defined by 
the relations j.,( Hk) = ici,, ( j, k = I,..., !). We can identify the set 
2‘= {i. E ilf: i = x; =, m,A,, m, E h ) of the dominant weights with the set 
of the equivalence classes of unitary irreducible representations of G. A 
dominant weight E. is non-singular if m, > 0 for every j = I,..., 1. We observe 
that the fundamental weights {A,, ’ form a basis of if*, hence we can identify 
,I with the lattice fQ’ in R’. Analogously if we choose in t the basis {H,), WC 
can identify t with R’ and Ker exp with the lattice 2nH’. Therefore, if 
j.=x:=, m,i., and H=x;,, h,H,El, we have 
/ 
l.(H)=i 1 m,h,. (4) 
/=I 
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We denote by x,, and d, the character and the dimension of the represen- 
tation corresponding to the dominant weight i.. By Weyl formulae we have 
and 
Xi(exp H) = (A,(exp If)) ’ c det ae”f”B)“‘) 
OE w  
HE t (5) 
di= fl ((j-+h~)lUk~)) 
IFP 
where /?=fxXFP LY and A,, is the Weyl function 
(6) 
A,(exp H) = c det rzre”(B)‘H) = ( - 2i)P n sin(ir( H)/2). (7) 
OE w CXEP 
In the sequel we denote by K a constant which may change from line to 
line. 
MAIN RESIJLTS 
The core of the proof of Theorem I follows an idea contained in [3]. 
THEOREM 1. Let DR=&i.,ll,SR diXj he the sphericul Dirichlet kernel 
on a compact simply connected semisimple Lie group G. There exist positive 
constants C, and C, such that 
C, R’” ‘)‘2 < llDKll, < C2R”’ “:2. 
Proqj The inequality on the right is proved in [8]. To prove the left 
one we can suppose I> I. Indeed if I = 1 we have G = SU, and p = I = 
(n -- I)/2 and the thesis follows by (3). 
Since D, is a central function 
I= [ ID,(g)/ dg= (card W) ’ I IA,,(h)12 ID,(h)1 dh 
a c; P 
=(card IV--’ jQ (AA(expH) ,:,zcx [L (j.+b’,a)(fi3a)-’ 
I . c 
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where Q is a fundamental domain centered at the origin. By (8) we easily 
deduce (see, e.g., [S, Chap 23 that 
(9) 
where D, denotes the derivation with respect to the tangent vector H,. 
Arguing as in [ 111, let IO= {AE if*: I).( H,)I d 4, for every j= I,..., I}. For 
any p E if,? we set I,, = I0 + p; obviously the interior of I,, n I, is empty if 
p # v and the symmetric difference B, AC, between B, = u,,, c K I,, and C, 
(the ball of radius R in it*) is contained in a subset of it* (z R’), whose 
(Lebesgue) measure is less than a constant times R’- ‘. Now 
j, x 
c,rl~.II) &= C j r~W~,=~ eWII~.y C @J.HJ. 
l,,lSR ‘v h 1~1 CR 
An easy computation allows us to obtain 
Hence 
P”‘.~‘) cis = K h i., ‘(H) sin(iI.,( H)/2). 
, -. I 
is a C’ function in Q ( z [ -7r, 711’). 
Fix /‘,, = (HE 1: c < 1 HI < 2~) for a small positive I: which will be chosen 
later. We have 
A,wP HI [I D, (S(H) j”, P~H’d~)~ dH. 
16 P 
We will denote by h,, cR, and d, the characteristic function of B,, CR, 
and B, AC,, rcspectivcly. Obviously 
n D,(s. &)-)= S n D,(h,)-+x n D,S fl D,(h,)- 
ICP 1 c I’ P’ IC P’ ICP P’ 
where P’ is any noncmpty subset of P. Hence 
I3K A,dev H) n D,(hRIA (HI dff 
1EP 
- A&exp W c n 
P’ LlE P P’ 
= I, -I,. 
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By (7) Bernstein’s theorem on entire functions of exponential type and 
Plancherel formula we obtain 
4&p HI rI Uh/J (W dH 
IFP- P’ 
SK 0 
112 
lA,dexp WI2 dH 
I, > I r-I ubd- ZSP P ! L’( St’) 
< K.Y(meas f,:)“’ RP‘ cardP’ IJ(hR)~~~,~2,W,~ 
G Kc”“R card P’ + n:2 
where K does not depend on E or R and meas denotes the Lebcsgue 
measure. Hence we get 
Now 
I, > K 
(i I 
A&exp H) n D,(c,)~(H) dH 
1; ZCP 
If we apply to I4 the argument we used for t2 we get 
I, < KE”‘~R~ Il(d,)-11 ,.2,wI, = K&“‘2(meas(B,dC,))“2 
< Kzc”‘2R’” 1 k’2. 
At this point we recall that, iff(H)=j’(IHJ) is 
1. then 
(see [S, Lemme 33). Since 
(11) 
a C” radial functions on 
(12) 
I e”.‘.“’ ds = IHI ‘:2 J,,2( IHI ), ‘III .- I 
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it follows by (12) and by the usual formulae for Bessel functions 
Therefore 
x cos(R IH( - (n + 1) n/4) 
+ R”O((R IHI) -(n+3)‘2)). 
,, 3 K( R(” 1 I;? 
1 I 
r, ,!! (a, W A,dexp W cos(R IHI - (n + 1) n/4) 
- R” j,. fl (1, f-U A,dexp WI O((R IHI) (n+ 3)/Z) &j) 
’ clef 
=/-I,. 
If we use (7) and we transform I, in polar coordinates 
where S is the surface of the unit sphere in 1. Therefore 
1, d K3E(n 3)i’2R(tl 31!2, 
(13) 
Finally, WC need to estimate I,. Let r: be the intersection of 1;; with an 
open cone strictly contained in the interior of the fundamental Weyl cham- 
ber F= {HEI: s,(H)>0 for allj= l,..., I}. So 
(14) 
for every H in r:, and for a suitable constant K. Then 
I, >, KR’” ’ )‘2 Tvp (01, HI Ap(ev HI cos R I HI - (TV + 1) :)I 
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and we handle I, as we did for I, but we USC (14) in place of (7): 
r 
2,: 
1, 3 K,,PR’” - II.‘: IP ’ n+ Iv2 Icos( Rt - (n + 1 I n/4)1 t’ ’ dt 
We suppose Rc > x. By periodicity we get 
I5 3 KFR’” ’ I/ 1 ));I Tc’ jI;:d' ,)n t(/ 3),2 dr 
and since I > 1, 
I5 > &;:(n - 1 )!2R(” 1 ):‘2, 
(15) 
By (lo), (I 1 ), (13), and (15) we get, for large values of R (for example 
R>E ‘), 
I> (K4&l 11’2 _ K,r;(” t I).‘2 _ KrE”12 _ K,E,n+21;2) #It I)!? 
= M(E) R(" I)!?< 
Now we choose E in such a way that M(c) > 0 and the proof is complete. 
We now turn to the polyhedral partial sums. Let u) be a dominant 
weight. We denote by P’(o) the set of all the dominant A’s such that 
(I.,, i) d (%,, (0) for every ,j= l,..., I. The polyhedron P(o) is the union of 
the satured hulls of the dominant weights E. E P’(w): 
P(o)= u aP’(o). 
“IE w  
Let N be an integer. We denote by 0:; the polyhedral Dirichlet kernel 
4 = E;. l P~(N,.,) d,Xj. on G. 
THEOREM 2. Let G he u compact simply connected semisimple Lie group. 
Let w be a nonsingular dominant weight. Then there exist two positive con- 
stants K, and K, such that 
K, NP d I( D’$ll , < K, NP. 
Proof: For the estimate from below we can proceed as in Proposition 3 
of [9] or, more directly, in the following way: 
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The coellicient of the exponential e ‘(““‘+ ‘K”’ in the trigonometric 
polynomial T,,, is d,,.,, = n,, ,, (NW + /I, a)/@, cx) b KNP. Therefore, 
On the other hand, in the polyhedral case (9) turns into 
I=K [ A,,(mpH) n Dx c 
y’lbdf) dH 
’ 0 1F P ,t t P( .Nor . /J) )I 
where %(H)=E,,,p(Ncn+B,e i’P.H’ is a polyhedral Dirichlet kernel on Q 
( 2 a’). We observe that 
IdK 
(I I 
v rl D,((A,, -exp) D:,)(H) dH 
zt P 
Da(Afioev)(W n 
ICI’ P’ 
=I,-I, 
where the sum is over all the nonempty subsets P’ of P. 
Dz is a trigonometric polynomial whose degree is at most a constant 
times N in each variable. In fact I(p, H,)( ,< C IpI. Since )a~) = 1~) for every 
c E W we can suppose p dominant. If p = F: _ , r,x, and NW + /I = x; i , s,z, 
(.P, >, r,, j= I ,..., I; r, and s, not necessarily Integers) we have 
IA- I~-~(.~,--,)~,12=2(~,-.~,)(~L, z,)-(r,, a,)<O. (16) 
It follows by (16) that I(p(, H,)I d C INw + PI < KN. 
By the classical I-dimensional Bernstein inequality for trigonometric 
polynomials 
D,D:dH) fl D,A,dexp W dH 
1E P’ 
< KN” cardp II D:,ll I.,,T~,. (17) 
But Dlv is a polyhedral Dirichlet kernel on the f-dimensional torus. We can 
think the polyhedron P(Nw + /I) as the intersection of q hypercubes of edge 
cN (y and c do not depend on N) and we have 
It follows that 
IID~II LI( no d Wag NY. 
I2 = o( N”) as N-+co. (18) 
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Now we observe that also D’,A, is a trigonometric polynomial of degree 
less than a constant times N in each variable. Hence 
I, d KN” IlD’,A,d 1.1, [I). (19) 
If we prove that there exists a constant C such that 
IID’vA,,Il .cl, To d C (20) 
our theorem is a consequence of (18) and (19). The inequality (20) is 
proved in the following lemma. 
LEMMA. L.PI r = card { p E itf: OG(i.,,p)<2(ij,f!l) for U/l j=l,..., I}. 
Then the trigonometric polynomial D’,A, is a sum of at most r exponentials 
(whose coefficients haue modulus smaller than card W). 
Proof: We have 
D;(H) As(exp H) = C (C’ det rr) eroc.“’ (21) 
,1 t PI h’,*> 1 Z/I) 
where C’ is the sum over all the elements UE W such that p- CT(~)E 
P( N(L) +/I). We claim that the coefficient of r r(J’.“) is 0, if p is not too close 
IO the vertices of the polyhedron (where the expression “too close” does 
not depend on N). 
In view of the symmetry of P(No + 28) it is enough to prove this claim 
when p is dominant. We remark that if ~1 is dominant and v = p - CT(~) for 
a suitable (r E W then, for large N, v E P(Nw + 8) if and only if (j.,, v) d 
(A,, No + p) for every j = I,..., I (we recall that w is nonsingular). 
We suppose that p E P’( Nw -t 2/I) satisfies the following condition of 
“noncloseness” to the vertex No + 2/3: 
(*) there exists at least one index je {l,..., I) such that (i,, cl)< 
(i,,, Nw). Now if v is a weight such that v + a(o) = p for a suitable 0 E W, 
then by (*) WC have 
(i.,, VI= (I.,, p-a(fi))<(i,, p+B)-<(i.,, NW+/?). 
Moreover, 
v + 2(0(B), z,)(q, a,) ’ a, + a/J(B) = P 
and 
(22) 
(&, v +2(Q). a,)(a,, a,) --’ a,) = (b, VI if k#j. (23) 
Obviously, v E P( No + /I) or v 4 P( NW + ii). In the first case it follows by 
(22) and (23) that also v + 2(0(P), X,)(X,, r,) ’ CY, EP(No + @). Moreover, 
det 0,~ = -det (T, hence the corresponding terms in x’ cancel each other. 
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On the other hand if v r$ P(No + /I) then (Ak, v) > (%, , No + /I) for at 
least an index k #j. Hence by (23) also v + 2(0(P), X,)(X,, a,)-’ x, does not 
belong to P(No + /I). 
As a consequence the coefficient of c ~~~~~~~ is zero unless (I.,, No) d 
(j.,,p)<(i.,, Nw+2/l) for cveryj- l,..., 1. 
Remark. One could consider polyhedral Dirichlet kernels of the form 
it RP’(rr,) 
where R is a positive real number. Theorem 2 holds for these kernels, too 
(we always suppose w nonsingular). In this case it may exist more than one 
weight, in RI’(s), which is maximal with respect to the partial order 
8, d (1~~ (w, < o2 if (j.,, 0,) < (i,, w2) for everyj= I ,..., [; we recall that this 
partial order does not coincide with the usual one: w, < o2 if o2 - w, is a 
sum of positive roots). The number of maximal (with respect to < ) weights 
in RI”(o) does not exceed cardi3.E it:: 0<2(i, ].,)/(a,, a,) < 1, j= l,..., I}. 
Moreover if {w; } are the maximal weights in RI”(o) it is clear that 
d,,,; 6 KRP for a suitable K (see Proposition 3 in [9] for a similar proof) 
and that they are not comparable (with respect to <). Then we can split 
RP(w) as disjoint union of the sets P*(o;)= {).E RP(w): L$w;} and the 
proof of Theorem 2 works in this case, too. 
We also remark that Theorems 1 and 2 hold for general compact con- 
nected semisimple Lie groups (compare with Proposition 3 in [9] and 
Step I of Theorem 2 in [6]). 
AN APPLICATION. The sharp estimates of the previous theorems allow 
us to extend Theorem R of [4] to the case of compact connected semisim- 
plc Lie groups. We refer to [4] for the unexplained notation. 
Let E be the space C(G) or the space L’(G). Suppose .j’ belongs to E 
and define 
in the sense of the norm of E. We denote by E”’ the space of the functions 
.f~ E such that n;.. , X,f‘ exists for any X, ,..., X,, in K. Moreover if f~ E, 
IlEG, mEN(, we put 
m 
Lql‘(g)= c (-1)‘” -’ 
, .o 0 
7 j‘(h -‘g) 
and, for any t E R + , we put 
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where d denotes the geodesic distance on G and II.II is the norm of E. 
Finally if Y, ,..., Y,, is a basis for g we define 
tu,(l, /“‘I, = i (Ok(& y,, y,, ..’ Y,,f ). 
I, .tr - I 
We can define spherical and polyhedral partial sums of Fourier series on G 
as DR*.f and DX*.f, respectively. 
PRDWSITIDN. Let G he u compuct connected semisimple Lie group and 
let h = (n - I )/2 (or h = p, respeclively ). 
(a) lj’j’~E“’ and wz(r,j““‘) = o(fh ‘) us I + 0, then the spherical 
(polyhedral) prrrtiul sums of the Fourier series ~$1 converge to f in E. 
(b) There exists a central function g E E’“‘, where s is the largest 
integer smaller than h, such that w2( t, f '.") = O(th " us t -+ 0 hut such that 
the spherical @ol,vhedral) portial sums qf’ the Fourier series of g do not con- 
wrge to g in E. 
Proof: See [4, Theorem B] and apply Theorem I (Theorem 2). 
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